ALtmct-The communication via email is one of the most popular services of the Internet. Emails have brought us great convenience in our daily work and life. However, unsolicited messages or spam, Rood our email boxes, which results in bandwidth, time and money wasting. To this end, this paper presents a rough set based model to classify emails into three categories -s p a , no-spam and suspicious, rather than two classes (spam and nonspam) in most currently used approaches. By comparing with popular classification methods like Naive B a y s classification, the error ratio that a non-spam is discriminated to spam can be reduced using our proposed model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spam, or junk mail, is an unauthorized intrusion into a virtual space -the Email box. Spam has caused serious economy loss and social issues. It was reported that the number of spam or unsolicited email messages was more than 3.3 trillion worldwide, compared to 1.6 trillion in 2003. The economic damage from spam in 2004 is estimated at US$I 19 billion woddwide, compared to US$58 billion the year before (h~f://stur-techcentrul.com/ rech/srory.usp). There are other social costs as welI. For example, since many spammers obtain their email addresses from Usenet newsgroups, many people have become reluctant to post messages on public forums, reducing the vibrancy of the Internet news community. Briefly, spam is a major concern of governments of many countries, ISPs and individual users of the Internet. Actions must be taken to anti-spam and protect the legal rights of the Internet users.
To deal with the spam issue, many approaches have been developed. Typical ways for this purpose include blacklist method, whitelist method, spam filtering, and so on (hrtp://www.zeromIZ~on.com/webmarketing/ blacklistwhitelist.html). These methods can be used separately or in combination, and have reached some positive results in antispam war.
The essential point in these methods is to identify which of the incoming emails are spam or not based on some characteristics of the emails. Almost all these algorithms classify the incoming emails into two categories -spam and non-spam. However, this is far from satisfaction from the users point of view. For example, when the authors of this paper were conducting some research on this topic, one of them requested a paper from a peer colleague in Canada. Unfortunately (but interesting!), the expected email with the paper attached was dropped into the SPAM folder. Obviously, email users want the occurrence of such incidents as less as possible. This motivated us to find some new ways to reduce the error rate of classifying a nonspam to spam.
Our idea to deal with this issue is to classify the incoming emails into three categories rather than two categories. That is, the emails are divided into spam, non-spam and suspicious. The classification algorithm is based on rough set theory IS]. The purpose for this is to reduce the error rate that a non-spam is classified as a spam. The experimental results show that the rough set based mode1 we will present in this paper does reduce the error rate compared with other popular classification algorithms.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section I1 details the related work, which includes the work in spam filtering and rough set based classification applications in other fields. The email classification model based on rough set theory is discussed in Section 111. The experimental results based on some benchmark spam base are presented in Section IV. The evaluation of the proposed model is given in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. They also compared their approach with a Naive Bayes classifier. As pointed out in Section 1, these algorithms classify the incoming emails as only two categories -span and non-spam.
Even the precision of some of the algorithms are very high, the risk to incorrectly classify a non-spam email to a spam email is still not low. This is hard to be accepted by most email users. This situation has stimulated us to turn to rough set theory.
Rough set theory has been applied to classification tasks in many fields. In [ 131, a tool based on rough set theory is reported, which is used for bookmark classification. In [14] Lambert-Torres et al. discussed their work on power system security analysis based on rough classification. In [ 151, rough set classification is used to rank the features extracted for detecting intrusions and generate intrusion detection models.
To our knowledge, there's no detailed report on applying rough set to email classification even some researchers mentioned that rough set can be applied in this field. 
ROUGH SET BASED MODEL
Rough set theory was developed by Pawlak in 1982 [8] . It is a mathematical tool for approximate reasoning for decision support and has been used for classification of objects. For the sake of further discussion, a brief introduction to rough set theory is given first.
A. Brief Introduction to Rough Set Theory
As we have discussed, our purpose is to reduce the error rate that a non-spam is classified as a spam. To manage this issue we will use classification algorithm based on rough set theory, we will classify the incoming emails into three categories: non-spam, spam and suspicious. According to rough set theory, they are also called positive region, negative region and boundary region, respectively. The rough set based classification model takes the incoming emails as inputs. In the context of rough set theory, the incoming emails as a whole can be treated as a decision system of the form
... zn} is a nonempty set of objects (emails) ( n is the number of emails); A = {al,a2, ... a,} ( m is the number of attributes) is a nonempty set of conditional attributes, and there exists a map U + V,, for every a E A, the set V, is called the value set of a; d is the decision attribute and not belong to A. If there is no decision attribute in the second argument of L, L is then called an information system.
As the kernel part of the model is to classify L into positive, negative and boundary regions, we now give the formal definition of these three regions.
Defi nition I Let S = < U, A > be an information system and let B C A and X C U . We can approximate X using only the information contained in 3 by constructing the B-lower and B-upper approximations of X , denoted as EX and E X , respectively, as follows:
Where [X] B is the equivalence classes of B-indiscernibility relation.
The objects in EX can be certainly classified as members of X on the basis of knowledge in B, while the objects in EX can be only classified as possible members of X on the basis of knowledge in B. Eased on the lower and upper approximations of set X 5 U , the universe U can be divided into three disjoint regions, the positive region P O S ( X ) , the negative region N E G ( X ) , and the boundary region S N D ( X ) :
Respective to our issue, we define non-spam as positive region, spam as negative region. We should make the error rate that a non-spam is classified as a spam as low as possible nevertheless there is a boundary region which we call it suspicious.
Other concepts such as discernibility matrix and discernibility function, hitting sets and minimal hitting sets, reduct computation, and E-approximate hitting sets are also used in the proposed model. 
P O S ( X )
Note that formulae (1) is a special case with T = 1.0. x can be understood as the threshold when classifying an object.
B. Email Cluss$cation Model Based on Rough Set
Based on the preliminary definitions and knowledge, our general scheme of RSC (rough set classification) model is shown in Figure 1 . There are a few important steps involved, which will be described as follows.
Step 1: With the raw input data 5et (the incoming emails), first thing we need to do is to select the most appropriate attributes to use for classification. By doing so, the input dataset is transformed into a decision system L , which is then split into two parts: the training dataset (TR) and the testing dataset ( T E ) . A classifier wiIl be induced from the TR and applied to the T E to obtain a performance estimation. For
TR, do
Step 2 and Step 3.
Step 2: Because the decision system has real values attributes, the discretization strategies should be built to obtain a higher quality of classification rules. There are many discretization methods available. 
fD(U, *4 U (4) = (U, A' U ( d ' ) )
The Boolean reasoning algorithm proposed in [IS] is briefly described as follows:
Let L denote a decision system, to be simple, we will Let C, , denote the set of all naively generated cuts for attribute a, defined as follows:
The set C, simply consists of all cuts midway between two observed attribute values, except for the cuts that are clearly not needed if we do not bother to discern between objects with the same decision values. If we employ all naively generated cuts, the original discernibility in S with respect to the decision attribute is preserved. However, we can reduce the number of cuts if we consider how they (as an ensemble) partition the condition space. To find such minimal subsets of cuts, we construct a Bootean function h as shown below, where each cut corresponds to a Boolean variable:
assume that all condition attributes a E A are numerical. For
each factor in h is a sum that stems from a pair of objects x and y that we want to discern between, and each of these is in turn composed of several sums of cuts from each attribute a.
Only those cuts in C, that separate z from y are considered in the sum. Then the set of solutions to the problem of finding minimal subsets of cuts that preserve the original discemibility in L with respect to the decision attribute, are defined through the prime implicates of h.
Step 3: The decision rules are created using the reducts computed by the attribute reduction algorithm as templates. There are many attribute reduction algorithms available now, the most effective algorithm for large decision system reduction computation in practice is genetic algorithms (GA) [19] . GAS work very well on reduct finding in rough set theory. GAS have been integrated into many rough set tools like Rough Enough (http://www. trollduta.na/renaugh) and Rosetta (hrtp://rosenu.lcb.cu.se). Actually, Rosetta is used in our experiments. When using the GA, the fitness function F is defined as follows:
Where m denotes the number of condition attributes, as in Definition 1 and 1161, M denotes the multiset of discernibility function of L, Si denotes each member of M and E 5 A, m rewards the shorter eIements and A4 tries to ensure that we reward sets that are hitting sets to guarantee the decision ability. The parameter E controls the degree of approximation decision ability. Based on empirical data, E = 0.9 in our model. After performing GA, we get reducts and rules. For TE, continue to Step 4.
Step 4 First, discretizes the TE employing the same cuts computed from TR discretizaion method. Then the rules generated in Step 3 are used to match every new object in TE to make decision. The new object will be assigned to the decision class according to the classification algorithm based on rough set theory. Let bl be the threshold for positive region (as 7r in Definition 2). Let bl = 0.8 E (i, 11, and bz = 1 -b l .
The algorithm for how to predict a new object as positive, negative or boundary regions is described as follows. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As claimed, the proposed rough set based email classification model can reduce the error rate classifying a non-spam to a spam. To verify this claim, two sets of experiments were conducted.
The experimental data used is from UCT Machine Learning Repository (http://www.ics,uci.edu/ m l e u d MLRepository hhnl). There are 4601 instances in this benchmark spambase with 1813 (39.4%) instances are spam. In the benchmark spambase, each instance is described by 58 attributes.
Based on the proposed model in Section 111, the first thing we need to do is to select the most appropriate attributes from the given 58 attributes. We understand there are many ways to do this. In our experiments. the forwurd selection merhod is utilized [ZO]. With the forward selection method, eleven attributes are chosen, which include word-freq-remoue ( The frequency of word 'remove' appears in the email), word-freq-free, word-fregmoney, ca2ritaErun-length_average, and so on.
The difference between the two set of experiments is the sizes of the training datasets (TR) and testing datasets (TE). In the second set of experiments, 4/5 of the benchmark spambase (3681 objects) was assigned as TR, while 1/5 (920 objects) as TE. The final classified results are shown in Table   11 .
In the second experiment, there are 9 actually non-spam emails being classified as spam by the proposed model.
v, EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
As stated in Section 1, the goal for the proposed model is to reduce the error rate that a non-spam email is classified into the spam category. To verify this, we conducted another two experiments with Naive'Bayes algorithm Table I to Table IV give the comparison between Naive Bayes and Rough Set based algorithm, which is shown in Tables V and VI.
From the results, it can be concluded that RSC is generally better than Naive Bayes algorithm.
In short, the proposed rough set based email classification model is effective.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the anti-spam battle, just classifying the incoming emails as spam and non-spam is hard to meet the requirements of most email users. With this observation in mind, a rough set based email classification model was developed, which can classify the incoming emails into three categories -spam, nonspam and suspicious. The experimental results show that rough set based model can reduce the error rate that discriminating a non-spam to spam.
With the suspicious category, further processing is required. To keep these emails on the mail servers of ISPs and process them is not a good idea as it is unfair for the email receiversthey can not receive their emails in time. We plan to employ mobile agent technology to tackle this issue. That is, attaching a light weighted mobile agent to each of the emails in the suspicious category, and let the mobile agent make further processing during the transmission process. Of course, this issue is subjected to further research.
Another issue we will discuss separately is how to choose the threshold when doing the classification.
